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Reception Home Learning
Learning Log: Pack 7 - Summer 1 - Animals
Support for Home Learning can be found at R.class@arkbentworthprimary.org
Learning can be accessed through your child’s account on the following:
DB Primary
https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/
Mathletics
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/
However, we recommend that this is in addition to the times below.
Please do not feel pressured to finish all the material in one week. However, we will continue to
give out new packs each week to ensure full coverage of the curriculum.

Reading

Children should read for 10 minutes daily. Please create an account and read a
book every week in Oxford owl (eBooks) https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/
Children to listen to stories every day. You can read a book to your child or
find an on-line story. Find the story of the week on DB primary: "The rainbow
fish". Find your designated books on Epic Books.
Children to write a sentence a day. Please find the guidance attached.

Writing

This term our topic is animals and this week we are going to talk about
sea animals. The sentences of this week are related to our topic. There is
also a challenge sentence if your child finds the others easy.
This week we are going to focus on numbers to 20.

Maths

- Under the sea counting, addition and subtraction worksheet
- Counting to 20 activities
- Dot to dot activity.
- Car park numbers to 20.
- Addition puzzle.
This week we are going to practice number formation from 1 to 20.

Spelling

- Letter formation: Children are learning how to link sounds to letters.This
week we are going to practice the letters "f", "s", "sh and "nk". See activity
attached. Do not forget to say the rhyme at the same time to help you in your
writing. e.g. "s" - "slither down the snake".
- Phonics: This week you will have to read some new CVC words. Can you
write them down? Can you write this word without looking?.
*Challenge: - read the sentences of the week.
- read and link the images with the right sentence.
*Extra writing: What can you see under the sea? I am looking forward to
seeing your lovely writing, do not forget to share it on EExAT!

Aiming High, Achieving Together

The wider
Curriculum

This week we are going to talk about sea animals.
Go to DB-primary to learn more about these animals.
Find attached the activity "Half term project -Ocean diorama.

Extra
Activities

- Challenge of the week: #OceanInaBottle (DBprimary and this pack)
- Fine motor skills: There are lots of cutting activities on this pack.
- Art and craft: Celery stamp rainbow fish.
- Life skills: learn how to use a vacuum cleaner or sweep the floor.
- Life skills extra: learn to tie your shoelaces.
- Extra art activity: Little puffer fish. Can you share it on EExAT?
- Read the book "The rainbow fish" and act out the story.

- Find some useful websites for parents:
www.twinkl.co.uk./offer (code UKTWINKLHELPS)
www.gonoodle.com
Websites

Extra websites:
- Kids vocabulary - Sea Animals - Learn English for kids
- The little mermaid film. Under the sea song.
- P.E. With Joe / The Body Coach
- Nursery rhymes for sea animals: Once I Caught a Fish Alive, Row Row Row
Your Boat, Five Jellyfish, Rub-a-Dub-Dub, The Waves in the Sea, Baby Shark.

Many thanks for your continued support,
Miss Valencia
Reception Teacher

Aiming High, Achieving Together

Practise handwriting
Down the stem and draw the leaves

Practise sound-writing

Practise handwriting
Slither down the snake

Practise sound-writing

Practise handwriting
Slither down the snake, down the head to the hooves and over his back

Practise sound-writing

Practise handwriting

Practise sound-writing

One-Armed Robot Letters
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One-Armed Robot Letters Handwriting Worksheet
One-armed robot letters start with a straight line down then come back up and curve to the right. Have a go at writing the letters on each line.

n n n n
m m m m
h h h h

k
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b

b b b

p

p p p

r

r r r

Trace over the work then have a go at writing the word on the lines below.

man
man

pan
pan

Write a sentence using one word from above.

hat
hat

kick
kick

bug
bug

map
map

rip
rip

Writing Examples
Use the pictures to write a sentence, using phonics
sounds. Children can choose what they write as long as
it is related to the picture.
Here are some ideas for the sentences. However, if you
child is finding it tricky, write just a word or the
sounds. e.g. "fish" or "f".
Sentence 1: The crab is in the shell.
Sentence 2: It has lots of legs.
Sentence 3: The ship has sunk.
Sentence 4: The fish is red.
Sentence 4 Challenge! : I can see a big red fish.
Please feel free to edit and change the sentences
accordingly as these are just suggestions.
Remember to use your finger spaces between words!
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What Can You See Under the Sea?
Write some sentences about the picture.

twinkl.co.uk

Can you write this CVC words?
Can you use them in a sentence?

It is a shell.

The sun in hot.

It has a fin.

I can see lots of fish.

The fish can swim

Reading about the sea

a tin
can
cats and
dogs
a red
rug
get to
the top

Challenge of the week!

Ocean in a bottle
Can you make an ocean in a bottle?
1. Find a empty bottle of 500ml or smaller.
Wash it properly.
2. For a slow-moving sensory bottle, mix
approximately 6 parts water to one part
hair gel in a bowl. If you don't have hair
gel add two spoons of oil.
3. Add one drop blue food dye and one drop green food dye to the
water/gel mixture. You can use paint for this step too. Mix well.
4. Optional: Add glitter to the mixing bowl.
5. Pour the gel, water and glitter mixture into your cleaned plastic
water bottle.
6. Optional: Add ocean animals/shells/pebbles to the sensory bottle.
7. Shake the bottle and see if the mixture is as thick as you‛d like.
If the mixture is too thick, add a bit of water to the bottle and
shake again.
8. Once you‛re happy with the mixture in the bottle, use tape to
seal the lid to the bottle.

